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Introduction
Cultivar improvements in yield have allowed the soybean 
[Glycine max (L.) Merr.] to become the most important source 
of vegetable protein and oil in the world and the second most 
important crop in the U.S.  In 2012, the estimated seed yield of 
soybean in the U.S. was 82 million metric tons harvested from 
31.2 million hectares of land (Soy Stats, 2013).  However, the 
genetic gain is still only about 1% a year in soybean (Hao et al., 
95
Abstract
Using molecular markers in soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] 
has lead to the identification of major loci controlling quan-
titative and qualitative traits that include: disease resistance, 
insect resistance and tolerance to abiotic stresses. Yield has 
been considered as one of the most important quantitative 
traits in soybean breeding. Unfortunately, yield is a very 
complex trait and most yield quantitative trait loci (QTL) that 
have been identified have had only limited success for mark-
er assisted selection (MAS).   The objective of this study was 
to identify QTL associated with soybean seed yield in pre-
liminary yield trials grown in different environments and to 
evaluate their effective use for MAS using a yield prediction 
model (YPM), which included epistasis. To achieve this objec-
tive, 875 F
5:9
 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) from a popula-
tion developed from a cross between two prominent ances-
tors of the North American soybean (Essex and Williams 82) 
were used.  The 875 RIL and check cultivars were divided into 
four groups based on maturity and each group was grown 
in Knoxville, TN and one other location that had an environ-
ment in which the maturity group (MG) was adapted to be 
grown.  Each RIL was genotyped with >50,000 single nu-
cleotide polymorphic markers (SNPs) of which 17,232 were 
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/3.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the origi-
nal work is properly cited. 
polymorphic across the population.  Yield QTL were detected 
using a single factor (SF) analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 
composite interval mapping (CIM).  Based on CIM, 23 yield 
QTL were identified.  Twenty-one additional QTL were detect-
ed using SF ANOVA.  Individually, these QTL explained from 
4.5% to 11.9% of the phenotypic variation for yield.  QTL 
were identified on all 20 chromosomes and five of the 46 
QTL have not been previously reported. This study provides 
new information concerning yield QTL in soybean and may 
offer important insights into MAS strategies for soybean.
Keywords: Genomic selection, epistasis, predictive breeding, 
QTL analysis.
2012; Rincker et al., 2014).  
Sebastian (2010) and Hyten et al. (2006) showed that current 
selection procedures are not efficient in exploiting the available 
genetic diversity.  Using MAS for yield could not only increase 
breeding efficiency, but also would improve our understanding 
of the genetic mechanisms of seed yield.  Although there has 
been an increased interest in MAS, very few yield QTL in soy-
bean have been validated across a wide range of environments 
and populations.  Bernado (2008) concluded that because esti-
mated QTL effects for traits such as grain yield are limited to the 
set of segregating progeny from a single cross, QTL mapping 
for such traits will likely have to be repeated for each breeding 
population.  Sebastian et al (2010) used context-specific MAS 
(CSM) to detect yield QTL in elite soybean cultivars.  Selected 
subline haplotypes were compared to their respective maternal 
lines in highly replicated yield trials across multiple locations and 
years.  From the selected sublines, significant yield gains of up 
to 5.8% were confirmed and two of the improved sublines were 
released as improved cultivars.
However, one of the major problems when using MAS is 
building statistical models that can handle data sets consisting 
of a massive number of markers that well exceed the number of 
genotypes being evaluated.  Traditionally, a subset of predic-
tors in a regression model are obtained by forward selection, 
backward elimination or stepwise selection (Li et al., 2011), but 
these approaches are difficult to use when the number of pre-
dictors (SNPs) far exceed the number of observations.  Long et 
al. (2011) conducted a study to evaluate two dimension reduc-
tion methods, supervised principal component regression (PCR) 
and sparse principal least-square regression (PLS), for predict-
ing genomic breeding values (BV) of dairy bulls for milk yield us-
ing SNPs.  PCR and PLS reduce model dimension and overcome 
multicollinearity problems by transforming the large number of 
original variables into a relatively small number of orthogonal 
latent components and then regress the response variable on 
those latent components. In their study supervised PCR was used 
to preselect SNPs based on strength of association of each SNP 
with the phenotype.  Two types of supervised PCR were used: 
method I was based on single-SNP analyses and method II was 
based on multiple-SNP analyses.  Then the Bayesian Lasso (a 
statistical method which uses maker-specific shrinkage of the 
effects) was used to estimate the regression coefficients of the 
principal components and these regression coefficients were 
used to rank and select SNPs.  They concluded that PCR II was 
the best method for dimension reduction and variable selection 
for predicting genomic BVs.  Li et al. (2011) also proposed a two 
stage procedure for multi-SNP modeling and analysis in genome 
wide association studies (GWASs), by first producing a ‘precon-
ditioned’ response variable using a supervised principle com-
ponent analysis and then formulating Bayesian Lasso to select 
a subset of significant SNPs. Using simulation data they demon-
strated that when the number of markers greatly exceeds the 
number of observations ‘preconditioned’ or specialized PCA can 
successfully identify almost all SNPs with true genetic effects. 
Other studies have also used PCR and PLS for genome-assisted 
prediction of breeding values (Solberg et al., 2009; Macciotta 
et al., 2010).  However, these methods are very challenging to 
use and require extensive computing technology and time.
The objectives of this study were to test whether: 1) MAS 
for haplotypes accumulating in the top 10% of loci positive for 
yield differ significantly than the population mean when grown 
in different environments and thus are considered favorable for 
selecting high yielding lines; 2) MAS for haplotypes can distin-
guish low yielding vs. high yielding lines; and 3) phenotypic se-
lections for yield differ from genotypic SNP selections for yield.
Materials and Methods
Population Development
Essex originated from the cross ‘Lee’ × S5-7075 at the Vir-
ginia Agricultural Experiment Station and was released in 1972 
(Smith and Camper, 1973).  Essex is characterized as having 
purple flowers, gray pubescence, a group V maturity, average 
protein, oil, height and yield and is susceptible to sudden death 
syndrome (SDS) caused from Fusarium solani f. sp. glycines. 
Williams 82 was developed by the USDA-ARS and the Illinois 
Agricultural Experiment Station by combining four individual 
BC¬6F3 plants selected after a series of backcrosses to ‘Wil-
liams’ to transfer the Rps1k ¬ allele from Kingwa (Bernard and 
Lindahl, 1972).  The Rps1k¬ allele confers resistances to certain 
races of Phytophthora sojae which causes phytophthora root rot. 
Williams 82 is characterized as having white flowers, tawny pu-
bescence, a group III maturity, average seed protein and oil 
content, resistance to phytophthora root rot and mild resistance 
to SDS. Williams 82 has contributed to the genetic background 
of many northern U.S. cultivars and Essex has contributed to the 
genetic background of many southern U. S. cultivars and elite 
breeding lines (Sneller, 1994; Gizlice et al., 1996).  A popula-
tion formed from these diverse parents should reflect a broad 
measure of the range of seed yield loci contributing to incre-
mental gains in elite U.S. soybean cultivars.  Therefore, QTL de-
tected in this population are likely to be segregating in a wide 
range of North American breeding programs.   
The initial crosses for the ‘Essex’ × ‘Williams 82’ population 
were made at the East Tennessee Research and Extension Cen-
ter (ETREC) in Knoxville, TN in the summer of 2005.  In the fall 
of 2005, the F1 seeds obtained from the Essex ×Williams 82 
cross were harvested and grown in Isabela, PR at the USDA-ARS 
Tropical Agricultural Research Station (TARS).  The population 
was advanced from the F2 to the F5 generation through single 
seed descent (Brim, 1966).  The F2 generation was grown at 
ETREC in 2006 and the F3 generation was grown at ETREC in 
2007.  The F4 and F5 generations were grown at the TARS 
location in the winter of 2007/2008 and the spring of 2008, 
respectively.  In the summer of 2009 in Beltsville, MD F5 plants 
were grown in a greenhouse and leaf tissue was collected from 
each plant individually.  A total of 977 individually tagged 
F¬5 plants were harvested from the greenhouse and planted 
as F¬5:6 plant rows in Homestead, FL in the fall of 2009.  The 
F5:6 rows were harvested individually and in 2010 the F5:7 
recombinant inbred lines were planted at ETREC in Knoxville, TN. 
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Experimental Design
The lines were divided into four groups based on the matu-
rity date recorded on a single plant in Beltsville, MD in 2009. 
In 2010, 973 recombinant inbred lines were planted in Knox-
ville, TN.  Each line was planted in one rep as a two row plot 
6 m in length, with 76 cm spacing between rows. In 2011, the 
four groups containing a total of 875 recombinant inbred lines 
and 12 checks for overall agronomic comparisons were planted 
in Knoxville, TN.  The four groups were designated as: Group 
A, Group B, Group C and Group D.  In Group A there were 
218 RIL and three checks: ‘IA3024’, ‘IA3023’, and ‘LD00-3309’. 
The maturity ranged from an early maturity group (MG) III to a 
late MG III.  In Group B there were 221 RIL and three checks: 
‘IA4005’, LD00-3309 and LD00-2817P.  The maturity ranged 
from a late MG III to an early MG IV.  In Group C there were 
216 RIL and three checks: LD00-2817P, TN09-008 and ‘5002T’. 
The maturity ranged from an early MG IV to a late MG IV. 
Check LD00-2817P was not included in the final mean seed 
yield comparison in Groups B and C because of poor germina-
tion and plant stand.  In Group D there were 220 RIL and three 
checks: 5002T, ‘5601T’ and ‘Osage’.  The maturity ranged from 
an early MG V to a late MG V.  A randomized complete block 
design was used and each line was planted in two reps of a two 
row plot 3.5 m in length, with 76 cm spacing between rows.  In 
addition, Group A was planted in Wooster, OH in two reps of a 
two row plot 4.9 m in length, with 76 cm spacing between rows. 
Group B was planted in Belleville, IL in two reps of a two row 
plot 4.5 m in length, with 76 cm spacing between rows.  Group 
C was planted in Portageville, MO in two reps of a two row 
plot 3.5 m in length, with 76 cm spacing between rows.  Group 
D was planted in Plymouth, NC in two reps of a two row plot 5 
m in length, with 76 cm spacing between rows.  This allowed all 
groups to be planted in the same location (Knoxville, TN) and 
for each group to be planted in another environment where its 
maturity was expected to be well adapted.
Experimental Procedures
Phenotypic Data
After planting, all the plots were evaluated for agronomic 
traits.  At maturity, plant height was measured as an estimation 
of the distance from the soil surface to the tip of the main stem. 
Lodging was scored on a scale from 1-5; with 1 being all the 
plants in a plot were erect and 5 being all the plants in a plot 
were prostrate.  Maturity was recorded as the date, according 
to the Julian calendar, when 95 % of the pods achieved their 
mature color.  In Knoxville, TN seed yield was estimated from 
two rows after the plots had been end trimmed to 4.88 m in 
length.  In Wooster, OH, Belleville, IL and Portageville, MO seed 
yield was estimated from harvesting two rows at 4.9 m, 4.5 
m and 3.5 m length rows, respectively. In Plymouth, NC seed 
yield was estimated from harvesting two rows after the plots 
had been trimmed to 3.5 m in length.  All yields were adjusted 
to 13% moisture.  
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Genotypic Data
DNA was extracted from each F5 greenhouse plant grown 
at the Soybean Genomics and Improvement Laboratory at the 
USDA Beltsville Agricultural Research Center (USDA-ARS) in 
Beltsville, MD.  Each DNA sample was processed to contain 50 
μl of DNA at a 200 ng/μl concentration. The samples were then 
assayed using >50,000 SNP markers using the Infinium® assay 
and analyzed on the Illumina BeadStation 500G (Illumina, San 
Diego, CA) (Song et al., 2013).  A total of 17,232 polymorphic 
SNP markers were found in the population.  
Statistical Analysis
Marker order, position and composite interval mapping (CIM) 
were conducted using CIM (Broman and Sen, 2009).  A total of 
1,000 permutations were performed for all chromosomes to es-
tablish an empirical LOD threshold at the 5% probability level. 
Of the 17, 232 polymorphic SNP markers 15, 448 were as-
signed to 20 chromosomes; the remaining 1,784 markers were 
unlinked.  The estimated map length was 2072 cM with an aver-
age distance between markers of 0.2 cM.    
A single factor (SF) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also 
used for QTL analysis (P<0.01) using SAS (PROC MIXED, SAS 
ver. 9.1.s, Cary, NC).  Each marker was considered a factor with 
two levels: “A” designating the Essex allele type and “B” desig-
nating the Williams82 allele type and the phenotype (yield) as 
the dependent variable.  Heterozygotes were not included for 
QTL analysis using CIM or SF ANOVA.  
An additive effect for each QTL was determined using the 
method in which the QTL was detected (CIM or SF ANOVA).  Ad-
ditive effects were determined separately for each environment 
and across environments within each group.  Prediction models 
for yield in each group were made based on 2010 QTL data; 
from QTL data for each 2011 environment; and using QTL data 
combined over 2010 and 2011 environments.  Yield was pre-
dicted using the following: (a) the overall mean yield of each 
genotype, (b) the additive effect of the QTL identified using 
SF ANOVA in SAS or CIM in R/qtl and (c) the additive and ad-
ditive by additive epistatic QTL effects limited to those found 
to be highly significant (P<0.01) in epistasis with the detected 
additive QTL.  Additive by additive epistatic effects were de-
termined separately for each group for each environment and 
across environments at P<0.01 using the Epistacy macro, version 
2.0 in SAS (Holland, 1998). 
To determine yield in Knoxville, TN in 2010 the plot weight 
from one rep of each line was used to calculate yield in kg ha-1. 
Analysis of variance was conducted in SAS using PROC MIXED 
(SAS ver. 9.1.3, Cary, NC) to test for significant genotype differ-
ences among RIL for yield in each location grown in 2011 and 
combined across locations and years.  Location, replication and 
year were considered as random blocking factors in the model 
and genotypes were considered fixed effects. Since each group 
had approximately 220 RILs the top 22 yielding lines were con-
sidered the top yielding 10% and the top 11 yielding lines were 
considered the top yielding 5% in each group.  Likewise, the 
bottom 22 yielding lines were considered the bottom yielding 
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10% and the bottom 11 yielding lines were considered the bot-
tom yielding 5% in each group.
Results 
Group A: Agronomic Traits 
 
In Group A, Wooster, OH had an average yield (3339 kg 
ha-1) that was significantly (p<0.01) higher than the average 
yield in Knoxville, TN in 2010 (1740 kg ha-1) and 2011 (1486 
kg ha-1).  The higher yields in Wooster, OH in 2011 may be due 
to the highly adapted maturity of Group A for that environment 
(Sleper, 2006).  The maturity ranged from an early MG III to a 
late MG III in Group A, which is more adapted to the latitude 
of Wooster, OH than Knoxville, TN (Sleper, 2006).  Average 
98
lodging and height were not significantly different across loca-
tions.  Average maturity was significantly different across loca-
tions.  The average maturity date was 260 for Knoxville, TN in 
2010, 250 for Knoxville, TN in 2011 and 270 for Wooster, OH 
in 2011.
Group A: MAS Using Only Additive Effects
 
Using QTL Discovered in Knoxville, TN in 2010 to Predict High 
Yielding Lines Across Multiple Environments in 2011
In 2010 in Knoxville, TN three QTL were identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 1).  Using MAS to select lines with the favorable 
allele for these QTL five lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL com-
bined over three environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 and 
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ENVIRONMENT MARKERS CHR MLG LOC (cM) LOD R2 (%) ADD. EFFECT† FAV. ALLELE P-VALUE PROGRAM GROUP
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm01_1241762_A_C 1 D1a 4.60 . 8.50 2.24 W 0.0003 SAS B
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm01_1494600_C_T 1 D1a 5.52 . 4.73 2.44 E 0.009 SAS A
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm01_1045893_G_A 1 D1a 5.88 2.63 5.45 1.18 E . R/qtl C
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm01_2747136_A_C 1 D1a 11.28 . 7.32 1.30 W 0.0008 SAS C
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm01_29787876_G_A 1 D1a 59.29 . 10.02 0.92 E <.0001 SAS B
E
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm01_47115450_G_T 1 D1a 70.15 . 5.61 0.24 E 0.0008 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm01_54171147_G_T 1 D1a 118.27 . 4.91 1.81 E 0.0082 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm02_707483_A_G 2 D1b 5.25 3.07 6.7 2.48 E . R/qtl A
W
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm02_6821311_A_C 2 D1b 38.24 2.35 4.35 1.18 E . R/qtl C
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm02_12770553_A_G 2 D1b 46.15 . 6.29 1.69 W 0.0022 SAS B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm02_42469280_A_C 2 D1b 105.17 2.65 4.07 1.16 W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm02_44803277_C_T 2 D1b 107.06 . 6.11 0.51  W 0.0026 SAS C
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm02_44803277_C_T 2 D1b 114.09 2.83 4.66 2.10  W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm02_47790307_C_T 2 D1b 121.66 . 6.04 3.39 E 0.0028 SAS A
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm02_49126947_T_C 2 D1b 127.25 . 5.31 3.44 E 0.0051 SAS A
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm02_49126947_T_C 2 D1b 127.25 . 5.07 5.82 E 0.0071 SAS A
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm02_49746270_A_G 2 D1b 146.54 . 5.40 1.19 W 0.0046 SAS C
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm02_47790307_C_T 2 D1b 150.38 2.56 5.7 3.26 E . R/qtl A
Portageville, MO 2011 Gm03_838582_T_C 3 N 4.68 . 4.82 2.34 W 0.0089 SAS C
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm03_2151432_A_G 3 N 14.00 3.21 8.3 4.33 E . R/qtl A
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm03_5264953_A_G 3 N 19.43 . 5.58 0.36 E 0.001 SAS B
E
Plymouth, NC 2011 Gm03_39552601_T_C 3 N 87.68 . 5.54 3.81 E 0.0045 SAS D
Plymouth, NC 2011 Gm03_39559139_G_A 3 N 93.64 2.78 7.38 3.09  E . R/qtl D
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm03_47386481_A_C 3 N 120.71 . 5.67 5.81 E 0.004 SAS A
E
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm04_8247949_C_T 4 C1 65.87 . 6.79 0.97 W 0.0014 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm04_48782140_G_T 4 C1 152.98 2.48 6.4 2.13 E . R/qtl A
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm04_48993297_T_G 4 C1 154.16 2.78 5.2 3.18 E . R/qtl A
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm05_1128604_A_G 5 A1 3.24 . 4.95 0.52 W 0.0024 SAS C
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm05_3485480_T_C 5 A1 19.73 2.66 5.86 1.61 W . R/qtl B
W
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm05_30953466_G_T 5 A1 39.76 . 7.68 1.60 W 0.0005 SAS B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm05_31399360_G_A 5 A1 41.55 . 5.71 0.99 W 0.0007 SAS D
W
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm05_34850619_C_T 5 A1 72.38 . 5.71 0.27  0.0007
.
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm03_21003884_A_G 3 N 6.76 0.37 44.15
R/qtl3.44
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm05_33176582_G_A 5 A1 7.8 2.5633.77
Gm04_8845668_G_T 4 C1 63.93 . 4.84 0.28 0.0081 SAS
. 8.08 1.00 <.0001 SAS
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm01_29787876_G_A 1 D1a 59.29
R/qtl C
B
.
.
0.0012 SAS C
D
A
SAS C
4.31 1.80 
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm02_6820177_A_C 2 D1b 38.07 3.25
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Table 1.  Quantitative trait loci identified using CIM or SF ANOVA located on various molecular linkage groups associ-
ated with yield in 875 RIL derived from a cross between Essex 86-15-1 x Williams 82-11-43-1.  The lines were divided 
into four groups based on maturity and were grown in two environments.   Data is presented from the two individual 
environments and combined across the two locations.
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Wooster, OH in 2011) were selected (Figure 1).  Two of these 
lines were in the top yielding 5% of RIL combined over the three 
environments and ranked 1st and 5th in yield.  Further credibility 
of these yield QTL was demonstrated when seven lines in the 
bottom yielding 10% of RIL combined over the three environ-
ments were selected by MAS with the unfavorable alleles for 
the three QTL identified in Knoxville, TN in 2010 (Figure 1).  Two 
of these lines were in the bottom yielding 5% of RIL combined 
over the three environments and were the 3rd and 5th lowest 
yielding lines.
Using QTL Discovered in Wooster, OH in 2011 to Predict High 
Yielding Lines Across Multiple Environments in 2011
In 2011 in Wooster, OH three QTL were identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 1).  Using MAS to select lines with the favorable 
allele for these QTL seven lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL 
combined over three environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 
and Wooster, OH in 2011) were selected (Figure 1).  Three of 
these lines were in the top yielding 5% of RIL combined over the 
three environments and ranked 1st, 4th and 5th in yield.  Eleven 
99
ENVIRONMENT MARKERS CHR MLG LOC (cM) LOD R2 (%) ADD. EFFECT† FAV. ALLELE P-VALUE PROGRAM GROUP
Portageville, MO 2011 Gm06_10864751_A_G 6 C2 24.86 . 5.61 2.83 W 0.0042 SAS C
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm06_16723946_G_A 6 C2 32.46 3.72 5.57 2.64 W . R/qtl C
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm06_17617727_G_T 6 C2 55.04 2.82 3.42 3.70  W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm06_20996124_T_C 6 C2 58.54 . 9.03 7.90 W 0.0002 SAS B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm06_20996124_T_C 6 C2 58.54 . 10.63 4.03 W <.0001 SAS B
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm06_20996124_T_C 6 C2 60.21 5.56 10.48 5.26 W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm06_20996124_T_C 6 C2 62.03 3.92 6.23 3.22 W . R/qtl B
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm06_27540819_T_G 6 C2 66.24 . 10.29 4.48 W <.0001 SAS B
Plymouth, NC 2011 Gm07_149664_T_C 7 M 1.34 . 11.29 5.43 W <.0001 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm07_4008483_C_T 7 M 5.19 2.92 8.64 1.86 W . R/qtl D
E
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm07_16814628_C_T 7 M 38.47 . 5.41 0.83 W 0.0051 SAS C
W
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm07_18539902_T_G 7 M 42.42 . 5.69 3.04 W 0.0039 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm07_16144523_C_A 7 M 51.90 3.65 6.67 1.87 W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm07_17362808_A_G 7 M 55.95 5.31 8.20 2.04  W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm07_18539902_T_G 7 M 61.37 3.52 8.83 2.67  W . R/qtl D
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm08_15866777_G_A 8 A2 22.31 . 7.09 0.35  E 0.0001 SAS B
Plymouth, NC 2011 Gm09_457853_A_G 9 K 5.23 . 6.06 4.10 E 0.0027 SAS D
Plymouth, NC 2011 Gm09_2634593_G_A 9 K 5.62 3.02 7.87 3.09 E . R/qtl D
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm09_3394608_G_A 9 K 7.76 . 4.53 1.20 E 0.0037 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm09_6967374_C_T 9 K 15.94 . 4.64 0.88 E 0.0106 SAS A
Portageville, MO 2011 Gm09_18969901_T_C 9 K 28.52 2.32 3.81 2.77  W . R/qtl C
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm09_12463468_C_T 9 K 31.76 . 9.79 0.02 W <.0001 SAS B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm09_12463468_C_T 9 K 31.76 . 7.11 0.45 W <.0001 SAS B
Portageville, MO 2011 Gm09_34191288_T_C 9 K 78.24 . 6.88 3.47 W 0.0013 SAS C
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm10_571698_A_G 10 O 1.30 . 6.48 0.14 E 0.0016 SAS B
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm10_47585270_T_G 10 O 108.89 . 5.35 2.27 E 0.0049 SAS A
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm10_48428720_T_C 10 O 110.82 . 5.46 0.11 E 0.001 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm11_4453218_T_C 11 B1 16.23 . 5.66 2.88 E 0.004 SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm11_5773052_G_A 11 B1 20.42 . 6.53 3.80 E 0.0018 SAS A
E
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm11_7445495_G_A 11 B1 26.72 . 5.97 0.67 E 0.0026 SAS C
E
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm12_1594873_A_G 12 H 3.64 . 5.34 0.62 W 0.0055 SAS C
Belleville, IL 2011 Gm12_7135310_A_G 12 H 36.25 3.71 6.22 2.28 W . R/qtl B
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm12_39962521_A_G 12 H 91.44 . 6.07 1.54 E 0.0004 SAS C
E
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Wooster, OH 2011 Gm13_27348409_A_G 13 F 150.28 . 6.07 4.13 E 0.0006 SAS A
Knoxville, TN 2010 Gm13_27092408_C_T 13 F 150.77 2.75 6.18 2.21 E . R/qtl D
Plymouth, NC 2011 Gm13_29895148_C_T 13 F 154.76 . 4.73 2.54 W 0.0098 SAS D
SAS D
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm13_11355266_T_C 13 F 35.49 . 6.73 1.34 
D
.
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm11_7323949_A_G 11 B1 6.83 0.28 26.24
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Plymouth, NC  2011 Gm11_36807939_C_A 11 B1 84.22 . 5.95 1.25 0.0027
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Portageville, MO  2011 Gm07_4837493_A_G 7 M 11.06 . 5.71 2.04 
SAS
Knoxville, TN 2010-11
Belleville, IL  2011 Gm07_17460956_C_A 7 M 39.95 . 14.85 1.90 <.0001
0.0007
0.0002
0.0001
SAS C
SAS B
B
SAS
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Table 1.  Continued.
†ADD. EFFECT = Additive effect refers to the quantitative change in yield that is associated with either (E) Essex 15-86-1 or (W) Williams 82-11-43-
1; Group A, B, C, D represent maturity subpopulations tested; LOD = likelihood of odds ratio; CHR= chromosome; MLG = molecular linkage group.
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lines in the bottom yielding 10% of RIL combined over the three 
environments were selected by MAS with the unfavorable alleles 
for the three QTL identified in Wooster, OH in 2011 (Figure 1).
In total six QTL were identified using CIM on five chromosomes 
(2, 3, 4, 5 and 19) and eleven QTL using SF ANOVA on eleven 
chromosomes (2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 19) (Table 1).  In 
certain instances the same marker was associated with the same 
QTL using different programs or in different environments. A yield 
QTL was identified with marker Gm02_47790307_C_T from 
data averaged over Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 and Wooster, 
OH in 2011 using CIM (150.4 cM) and in Knoxville, TN in 2010 
using SF ANOVA (121.7 cM) (Table 1).  Gm19_44937486_T_C 
was associated with a yield QTL in Knoxville, TN in 2010 us-
ing SF ANOVA at 76.7 cM and CIM at 70.6 cM (Table 1). 
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%
Knoxville, TN 2010 YPM†
Knoxville, TN 2010 MAS‡
Wooster, OH 2011 YPM†
Wooster, OH 2011 MAS‡
†Indicates MAS made using the YPM, which included: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects for the QTL detected in that
environment; ‡Indicates MAS made using only additive effects for the QTL detected in that environment.
Figure 1.  The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment in Group A 
compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments (Knoxville, TN 2010, 2011 
and Wooster, OH 2011) in Group A.  Comparisons were made between the top and bottom % of 
MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom % of PS. MAS were made using only additive 
effects and a yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in each environment.  PS 
were based on yield in kg ha-1.
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
Knoxville, TN 2010 MAS
Wooster, OH 2011 MAS
 MAS combined over Knoxville, TN
2010, 2011 and Wooster, OH 2011
†YPM indicates what environment(s) the data for the model was collected: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects.
Figure 2. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment(s) in Group 
A compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments in Group A.  Comparisons 
were made between the top and bottom % of MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom 
% of PS. MAS were made using a yield prediction model (YPM†) developed using QTL detected in 
each environment(s).  PS were based on yield in kg ha-1. 
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Gm02_49126947_T_C (127.2 cM) was associated with a yield 
QTL in Wooster, OH in 2011 and from data averaged over 
Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 and Wooster, OH in 2011 using SF 
ANOVA (Table 1).   
Although fewer QTL were identified using CIM than using SF 
ANOVA more top yielding and bottom yielding lines were se-
lected in individual environments and averaged over all environ-
ments by using CIM MAS.  And when using CIM more lines were 
selected among the top 5 yielding lines in individual environ-
ments and averaged over all environments.  These results sug-
gest that MAS is better when additive QTL were detected using 
CIM in an early to late MG III soybean.  
Group A: YPM Including Mean Yield, Additive and Additive by Ad-
ditive Effects 
To further improve upon the results we found using only addi-
tive effects, we then developed an yield prediction model (YPM) 
which included mean yield, additive and additive by additive 
QTL effects.  In 2010 in Knoxville, TN five QTL were shown to 
have a significant interaction with two of the QTL identified for 
yield using CIM (Table 2).  This information was used to develop 
an YPM to select by MAS high yielding lines in subsequent years. 
Eleven lines that were in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in 
Knoxville, TN in 2011 were selected by MAS using the YPM and 
of those selected lines, three lines were in the top yielding 5% of 
RIL grown in Knoxville, TN in 2011, including the highest yielding 
line (Table 3). This information was also used to develop an YPM 
to select by MAS high yielding lines across environments. Nine 
lines that were in the top yielding 10% of RIL from the combined 
analysis of three environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 
and Wooster, OH in 2011) were selected by MAS using the YPM 
and four of those lines were in the top yielding 5% of RIL from 
the combined analysis of the three environments, including the 
top two yielding lines 481 and 833 (Table 3). 
In 2011 in Wooster, OH seven QTL were shown to have a 
significant interaction with two of the QTL identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 2).  This information was used to develop an 
YPM to select by MAS high yielding lines across environments. 
Fifteen lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL combined over three 
environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 and Wooster, OH 
in 2011) were selected by MAS using the YPM, including the top 
seven yielding lines (Figure 1).     
From data averaged across Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 
and Wooster, OH in 2011 eleven QTL were shown to have a 
significant interaction with three of the QTL identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 2). This information was used to develop an 
YPM to select by MAS high yielding lines across environments. 
Thirteen lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown over the 
combined environments of Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 and 
Wooster, OH in 2011 were selected by MAS using the YPM, 
including the top three yielding lines (Figure 2).  
Using the YPM more lines were selected than using only ad-
ditive QTL MAS in Group A.  Moreover, more of the top yield-
ing lines were selected using QTL identified by CIM than by 
SF ANOVA using the YPM.  This trend was observed through 
Groups B, C and D.  Therefore, detailed results from using SF 
ANOVA are not discussed in this paper. Additional information 
on Groups B and D can be found in the Supplementary Data 
section (Figures 1–4; Tables 1–4). In addition, Wooster, OH had 
0%
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80%
90%
Knoxville, TN 2010 YPM†
Knoxville, TN 2010 MAS‡
Portageville, MO 2011 YPM†
Portageville, MO 2011 MAS‡
†Indicates MAS made using the YPM, which included: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects for the QTL detected in
that environment; ‡Indicates MAS made using only additive effects for the QTL detected in that environment.
Figure 3. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment in Group C 
compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments (Knoxville, TN 2010, 2011 
and Portageville, MO2011) in Group C. Comparisons were made between the top and bottom % of 
MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom % of PS. MAS were made using only additive 
effects and a yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in each environment.  PS 
were based on yield in kg ha-1.
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Knoxville.TN 2010 MAS
Portageville, MO 2011 MAS
MAS combined over Knoxville, TN
2010, 2011 and Portageville, MO
2011
†YPM indicates what environment(s) the data for the model was collected: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects.
Figure 4. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment(s) in Group 
C compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments in Group C.  Comparisons 
were made between the top and bottom % of MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom 
% of PS. MAS were made using a yield prediction model (YPM†) developed using QTL detected in 
each environment(s).  PS were based on yield in kg ha-1.
Table 3. Yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in Knox-
ville, TN in 2010 by CIM to select by MAS the top yielding 10% of RIL in Group 
A grown in individual environments and averaged across multiple environments. 
These MAS lines are indicated in bold.
LINE RANK LINE YIELD LINE YIELD LINE YIELD
†‡§833 01 †668 2415.5 814 5227.4 §481 3319.2
‡§481 02 978 2390.3 292 5166.9 §833 3110.9
†155 03 632 2380.2 689 5160.2 978 3003.4
†‡§675 04 754 2345.1 559 4998.9 689 2976.5
‡§774 05 †155 2341.6 978 4992.2 §144 2969.8
†§668 06 578 2301.1 896 4918.3 463 2956.4
104 07 †130 2197.1 ‡481 4904.9 §675 2875.7
62 08 143 2197.1 463 4857.8 578 2869.0
†90 09 689 2163.5 ‡144 4763.8 814 2828.7
‡§951 10 203 2141.7 ‡833 4710.0 756 2815.3
854 11 559 2138.3 146 4669.7 502 2808.5
995 12 480 2133.3 751 4642.8 292 2801.8
†734 13 †833 2131.6 211 4636.1 896 2801.8
†919 14 †865 2126.6 754 4575.6 632 2795.1
799 15 †675 2106.4 148 4562.2 §774 2795.1
1004 16 743 2093.0 489 4562.2 637 2754.8
524 17 †919 2091.3 ‡951 4562.2 §951 2748.1
†§130 18 †144 2077.9 767 4521.9 §668 2748.1
†865 19 †734 2074.5 ‡675 4521.9 §130 2727.9
†‡§144 20 266 2039.2 ‡774 4508.4 §454 2721.2
156 21 †90 2030.8 253 4508.4 146 2714.5
†§454 22 †454 2029.1 604 4501.7 751 2694.3
YPM YIELD (kg ha-1)
KNOXVILLE, TN 
2010
KNOXVILLE, TN 
2011
WOOSTER, OH
 2011
KNOXVILLE, TN 2010-11
WOOSTER, OH 2011
†Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Knoxville, TN in 2011 that were
selected using the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM;
‡Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Wooster, OH in 2011 that were
selected using the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM;
§Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL averaged over Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011
and Wooster, OH in 2011 that were selected using the YPM developed using QTL detected
in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM.
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higher yields than Knoxville, TN and more lines selected using 
MAS (using only additive effects and the YPM) for the favor-
able and unfavorable alleles found in Wooster, OH were in the 
top and bottom yielding lines combined over three environments, 
respectively.  From this we concluded that the more adapted the 
maturity group of the soybean to the environment the better the 
MAS were in that environment and across environments.  Similar 
results were seen in Group B.  Belleville, IL had higher yields than 
Knoxville, TN and MAS were considerably better using the Bel-
leville, IL environment. 
Group C: Agronomic Traits  
In Group C, Portageville, MO had an average yield (3810 
kg ha-1) that was significantly (p<0.01) higher than the aver-
age yield in Knoxville, TN in 2010 (2188 kg ha-1) and 2011 
(1915 kg ha-1) The maturity of Group C ranged from an early 
MG IV to a late MG IV, which are well adapted to Portageville, 
MO and Knoxville, TN (Sleper, 2006).  However, Portageville, 
MO has growing conditions similar to Milan, TN and in the 
2011 Tennessee State Variety Test (TSVT) Milan, TN had higher 
yields than those in Knoxville, TN in 2011 (Allen, 2011) which 
supports our observation of higher yield in Portageville, MO 
then Knoxville, TN.  Average maturity was significantly differ-
ent between Portageville, MO in 2011 (281) and Knoxville, TN 
in 2011 (271), but no significant difference was seen between 
Knoxville, TN in 2010 (274) and Knoxville, TN in 2011 (271) or 
between Knoxville, TN in 2010 (274) and Portageville, MO in 
2011 (281).
Group C: MAS Using Only Additive Effects
Using QTL Discovered in Knoxville, TN in 2010 to Predict High 
Yielding Lines Across Multiple Environments in 2011
In 2010 in Knoxville, TN three QTL were identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 1).  Using MAS to select lines with the favor-
able allele for these QTL two lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL 
combined over three environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 
2011 and Portageville, MO in 2011) were selected (Figure 3). 
Further credibility of these yield QTL was demonstrated when 
three lines in the bottom yielding 10% of RIL combined over the 
three environments were selected with the unfavorable alleles 
LINE RANK LINE YIELD LINE YIELD LINE YIELD
671 01 †199 2608.7 ‡213 5301.3 §213 3332.6
†§932 02 †938 2583.5 352 4911.6 §450 3258.7
265 03 †378 2561.6 263 4763.8 263 3245.3
†‡§378 04 †448 2548.2 607 4710.0 §378 3178.1
†§78 05 †450 2539.8 ‡450 4696.6 §938 3157.9
‡§760 06 849 2536.4 680 4649.5 §867 3124.3
†§426 07 †426 2529.7 36 4602.5 183 3097.5
†198 08 †63 2521.3 966 4602.5 908 3090.7
†523 09 263 2491.1 908 4595.8 505 3090.7
†448 10 183 2470.9 505 4589.1 §426 3084.0
†382 11 †78 2460.8 141 4582.4 607 3063.9
†620 12 460 2460.8 ‡760 4555.5 612 3057.1
†§938 13 764 2450.8 165 4508.4 §760 3057.1
‡§213 14 †867 2447.4 320 4481.6 §78 3057.1
‡§378 15 †932 2430.6 ‡1006 4474.9 165 3043.7
§553 16 †523 2430.6 ‡867 4468.1 §199 3043.7
†‡§867 17 †198 2425.6 311 4461.4 §932 2996.7
†63 18 612 2423.9 572 4461.4 §553 2990.0
898 19 359 2418.8 596 4441.3 §1006 2983.2
†‡§450 20 †620 2410.4 ‡378 4421.1 368 2969.8
‡§1006 21 430 2407.1 963 4407.7 803 2963.1
†§199 22 †382 2395.3 270 4387.5 485 2963.1
YPM YIELD (kg ha-1)
KNOXVILLE, TN 
2010
KNOXVILLE, TN 
2011
PORTAGEVILLE, MO
 2011
KNOXVILLE, TN 2010-11
PORTAGEVILLE, MO 2011
†Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Knoxville, TN in 2011 that were
selected using the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM;
‡Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Portageville, MO in 2011 that were
selected using the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM;
§Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL averaged over Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011
and Portageville, MO in 2011 that were selected using the YPM developed using QTL
detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM.
Table 5. Yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN 
in 2010 by CIM to select by MAS  the top yielding 10 % of RIL in Group C grown in 
individual environments and averaged across multiple environments.  These MAS lines 
are indicated in bold.
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for the three QTL identified in Knoxville, TN in 2010 (Figure 3). 
Using QTL Discovered in Portageville, MO in 2011 to Predict High 
Yielding Lines Across Multiple Environments in 2011.
In 2011 in Portageville, MO three QTL were identified for 
yield using CIM (Table 1). Using MAS to select lines with the fa-
vorable alleles for these QTL three lines in the top yielding 10% 
of RIL combined over three environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010 
and 2011 and Portageville, MO in 2011) were selected (Figure 
3).  Two of these lines selected were among the top yielding 5% 
of RIL combined over the three environments and ranked 3rd 
and 4th in yield.  Three lines in the bottom yielding 10% of RIL 
combined over the three environments were selected by MAS 
with the unfavorable allele for the same three QTL identified in 
Portageville, MO in 2011 (Figure 3).
Seventeen QTL were detected on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 5, 
6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18 and 20 using SF ANOVA (Table 1). 
Using CIM seven QTL were detected on chromosomes 1, 2, 6, 9, 
13, 16 and 19 (Table 1).  Although, the yields were higher in 
Portageville, MO in 2011 than in Knoxville, TN in 2010 similar 
selections were made by MAS across environments (Figure 3). 
This may be because Knoxville, TN and Portageville, MO are in 
the same maturity zone for growing soybeans and are similarly 
adapted for the maturity of Group C.  Again, a similar number 
of top yielding lines were selected by MAS for the favorable al-
lele of the QTL identified using SF ANOVA as MAS for the favor-
able allele of the QTL identified using CIM in certain instances. 
However, like in Groups A and B more top yielding lines aver-
aged overall were selected by MAS for the favorable allele of 
the QTL identified using CIM.  In addition, these results agree 
with the results from Groups A and B that suggest MAS produces 
better results when using an environment that is adaptable for 
the maturity group of the soybean.  
Group C: YPM Including Mean Yield, Additive and Additive by Ad-
ditive Effects 
In 2010 in Knoxville, TN eight QTL were shown to have a sig-
nificant interaction with one of the QTL identified for yield using 
CIM (Table 4).  This information was used to develop an YPM to 
select by MAS high yielding lines in subsequent years.  Fourteen 
lines that were in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Knoxville, 
TN in 2011 were selected by MAS using the YPM and of those 
selected, eight lines were in the top yielding 5% of RIL grown in 
Knoxville, TN in 2011, including the top 5 lines (Table 5).   This 
information was also used to develop an YPM to select by MAS 
high yielding lines across environments.  Twelve lines that were in 
the top yielding 10% of RIL combined over three environments 
(Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 and Portageville, MO in 2011) 
were selected by MAS using the YPM and of those selected, six 
lines were in the top yielding 5% of RIL combined over the three 
environments, including the top two yielding lines (Table 5).  Pre-
viously when using only additive effects identified using CIM in 
Knoxville, TN in 2010 for MAS (Figure 3) without using additive 
by additive effects in an YPM; only three lines were selected in 
the top yielding 10% and only one of those lines was in the top 
yielding 5% of RIL grown over Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 
and Portageville, MO in 2011 (Figure 3).
In 2011 in Portageville, MO five QTL were shown to have a 
significant interaction with two of the QTL identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 4).  This information was used to develop an 
YPM to select by MAS high yielding lines across environments. 
Nine lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL combined over three 
environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 and Portageville, 
MO in 2011) were selected by MAS using the YPM, including the 
top yielding line (Figure 3).  Previously when using only additive 
effects identified using CIM in Portageville, MO without using 
additive effects in the YPM; three lines were selected in the top 
yielding 10% of RIL combined over Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 
2011 and Portageville, MO in 2011 (Figure 3).  
From data averaged across Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 
and Portageville, MO in 2011, two QTL were shown to have a 
significant interaction with one of the QTL identified for yield 
using CIM (Table 1).  This information was used to develop an 
YPM to select by MAS high yielding lines across environments. 
Sixteen lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL combined over three 
environments (Knoxville, TN in 2010 and 2011 and Portageville, 
MO in 2011) were selected by MAS using the YPM (Figure 4).  
Like in Groups A, B and D, in Group C more top yielding lines 
were selected using the YPM than using only additive effects 
for MAS.  In Group C similar top and bottom yielding selections 
were made in Knoxville, TN and Portageville, MO even though 
the yields were significantly different.  Similar selections were 
also made between Knoxville, TN and Plymouth, NC in Group D 
and yields between both environments were statistically similar. 
So, like in Groups A and B the more adaptable the environment 
to the maturity group of the soybean the better the MAS were 
in that environment.  Also, in Groups C and D when using data 
collected in one individual environment in the YPM, very few top 
yielding lines were selected in another individual environment 
even though the environments were similar in latitude.  
In Group C, when using the Knoxville, TN 2010 data to de-
velop an YPM more than 60% of top yielding lines in Knoxville, 
TN in 2011 were selected by MAS.  Using the YPM 14 out of 
the top 22  yielding lines and 8 out of the top 11 yielding lines 
grown in Knoxville, TN in 2011 were selected by MAS using QTL 
identified by CIM from data collected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 
(Table 5).  This is important to note because when using an YPM 
it is important for the performance of selections made in one 
year to carry forth into subsequent years.  While this YPM does 
not predict 100% of the top yielding lines from one year to the 
next it does indicate that yield predictions using genotypic data 
warrants further study.  
  
Discussion
In this study predictions made for an individual environment 
with data collected in that environment were better than pre-
dictions made with data averaged from across environments, if 
one environment was more adaptable to the soybean maturity 
group.  If the environments were similar for adapted maturity, 
a multi-environment YPM was better for predicting top yielding 
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lines in multiple individual environments.  Bernardo et al. (2008) 
proposed that if the early generation test environments used 
for MAS are not representative of the environments in which the 
lines will be grown, then the results seen in early generation test-
ing might not predict the genotypes that are favorable across a 
broader sample of environments encountered in subsequent rep-
licated trials. Sebastian et al. (2010) suggested environments 
with high error variance or environments suspected to be un-
representative of the targeted environment should be excluded 
from QTL analysis so that more valid QTL estimates can be ob-
tained to construct the favorable genotype.  This agrees with the 
results found in this study where the environment most adaptable 
to the maturity group made the best predictions.  A comparison 
of previously reported yield QTL that coincide to the yield QTL 
reported in this study is available in the supplementary material 
section.
Yield is a very difficult trait to predict because it can be 
influenced by many different factors, including genetic and en-
vironmental factors and their interactions (Hao et al, 2012; Pal-
omeque et al., 2009, 2012; Sebastian et al., 2010). In other 
words, it is difficult to use QTL selected from one population 
evaluated in a few environments to another population evalu-
ated in different environments. There are few reports of vali-
dated seed yield QTL in different environments and even fewer 
validating the reported QTL across diverse genetic backgrounds 
(Palomeque et al. 2009; Fasoula et al. 2004; Reyna and Sneller 
2001).  Palomeque et al. (2009) conducted a study to identify 
yield QTL in two locations with a RIL population derived from 
a cross of high yielding adapted and high-yielding exotic soy-
bean lines.  A cross between Canadian cultivar ‘OAC Millennium’ 
and Chinese cultivar, ‘Heinong 38.’  The population was evalu-
ated in China and Canada in multiple environments from 2004 
to 2006.  Seven yield QTL were identified of which five were 
found in at least two year-location environments.  Three of the 
QTL were detected using multiple QTL mapping (MQM) and four 
were detected using SF ANOVA. To validate these seven QTL 
Palomeque et al. (2010) evaluated a cross between Canadian 
cultivar ‘Pioneer 9071’ and Chinese cultivar ‘8902’ in two loca-
tions in China and five locations in Canada in 2005 and 2006. 
No association between seed yield and the previously identified 
QTL was observed.  However, one of the seven QTL evaluated 
by Palomeque et al. (2010) was previously reported as being 
associated with seed yield in diverse genetic backgrounds and 
environments by other researchers (Guzman et al. 2007; Orf et 
al. 1999; Smalley  et al. 2004; Specht et al. 2001).  
Hao et al. (2012) evaluated a population of 191 soybean 
landraces in five environments to detect molecular markers asso-
ciated with soybean yield and its components using 1,536 SNPs. 
Using genome-wide association, they identified 19 SNPs associ-
ated with yield.  Most SNPs were detected only in a specific 
environment and only a small number of SNPs were identified in 
three or more environments.  
Maturity has also been shown to affect the verification or 
validation of yield QTL in soybean.  Kabelka et al. (2004) re-
ported that only two out of fifteen yield QTL were detected 
across three maturity groups (MG II, MG III and MG IV). In this 
study most QTL were detected in at least two groups, but some 
were only found in one group.  In addition, some QTL detected 
by Kabelka et al. (2004) in only one maturity group were found 
in multiple maturity groups in this study.  This indicates that while 
some yield QTL may not be specific to particular maturity groups 
other yield QTL may be specific to maturity groups within certain 
genetic backgrounds.  Although some of the genomic regions 
explained a small portion of genotypic variation, or were iden-
tified only in a specific environment, they could be important 
to understanding the genetic control of soybean seed yield. 
Evaluation of these QTL in distinct environments and in different 
genetic backgrounds along with demonstrated effectiveness of 
MAS will be the true test of the concept of molecular breeding 
for seed yield.
The environment and genetic background both play an essential 
part in determining the success of using MAS.  QTL for a specific 
trait are not always stable across environments and/or genetic 
backgrounds, therefore, their breeding value depends on the 
strength and stability of trait associations.  When yield QTL are 
evaluated in diverse genetic backgrounds a number of different 
results can be produced.  Epistatic effects could be regarded as 
one of the main reasons for the limited success in validating QTL 
across different populations and environments.  Another possibil-
ity could be that the variability between the parental lines used 
to derive these populations is limited, i.e. the parents of the vali-
dation population or the current mapping population have less 
genetic variation than the parents used to form the population 
for QTL detection.  Potentially, with the genetic diversity of the 
parents in this study and the diverse ancestry of each parent, the 
yield QTL found in this study might be found in different popu-
lations.  In this study yield prediction models including epistatic 
effects were used to predict top yielding lines.
When using the YPM to make predictions the data collected 
from the environment that was more adaptable to a particu-
lar maturity group made the best selections in that environment 
and across environments.  This was prominent in Groups A and B 
where the maturity groups were more adapted to the locations 
in OH and IL which are more northern in latitude than Knoxville, 
TN.   In Groups C and D the multi-environment YPM predict-
ed more top yielding lines in each individual environment and 
across environment compared to each individual environment 
being able to predict top yielding lines in other environments 
and across environments.  Further research is needed to deter-
mine the best overall YPM to use to predict top yielding lines.
When making selections using only the marker information 
and using the maker information combined with additive effects 
and additive by additive effects, MAS performed with significant 
markers identified using CIM as carried out with R/qtl.  However, 
MAS performed with significant markers identified by SF ANO-
VA carried out with SAS sometimes made similar predictions and 
in a few instances better predicted the top yielding lines.  While 
using the program Epistacy (Holland, 1998) to determine the 
additive by additive effects of significant markers that were 
pre- determined using SF ANOVA and CIM, it was determined 
that Epistacy could be used to scan all pairwise interactions to 
detect significant interactions. This would greatly decrease the 
time needed to test pairwise combinations of >1000 SNPs (re-
sults not reported in this study).  In addition, more additive by 
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additive effects (epistatic effects) could be used in the YPM. 
These interactions where neither marker identifies a significant 
effect, but where the two markers together create a significant 
epistatic effect could be very valuable in predicting quantita-
tive traits.  Thus Epistacy could help eliminate the need to test 
multiple statistical programs for MAS and simplify the process of 
using epistatic interactions in genomic selection.      
Previous research has suggested that including MAS for yield 
QTL in a breeding program can increase the genetic gain for 
yield.  Sebastian et al. (2010) conducted a study in which F7:8 
lines derived from elite cultivars were grown as plant-row yield 
trials in three environments. The objective of that study was to 
select for an improved genotype.  Analysis was done using a 
mixed linear model and at statistically significant loci, the allele 
associated with the highest yield mean was considered the fa-
vorable allele for the purpose of selecting higher-yielding lines. 
The yield potential of the selected lines was then compared to 
their respective parents across multiple environments and years. 
The seed yields of the reselected lines were greater than the 
original five elite cultivars by an average of 3.1% and yield 
gains of up to 5.8% were confirmed in some of the selected 
lines. Two of the improved lines were released as improved cul-
tivars.   
There are only a few reported studies on using MAS for im-
proving quantitative traits where the QTL were confirmed across 
different populations. Most studies refer mainly to computer sim-
ulations using various data sets.  Campos et al. (2009) adapt-
ed the Bayesian LASSO to arrive at a regression model where 
markers, pedigrees and covariates other than markers are 
considered jointly.  The model was fitted to two data sets from 
wheat and mouse populations.  Results showed that models using 
molecular markers had better prediction accuracy of grain yield 
in wheat than those based on pedigree.  Crossa et al. (2010) 
conducted a MAS study using a wheat data set containing vari-
ous traits, including yield and a maize data set with two disease 
traits.  Separate models were fitted to each trait and environ-
ment.  Results indicated models including marker information led 
to improved predictive ability, but estimates of marker effects 
were different across environments. It was speculated that mul-
tiple environment prediction would allow information to be bor-
rowed between correlated environments and could yield similar 
or even better predictions for individual environments.  Using 
only 80 markers and 126 soybean RIL Hu et al. (2011) used 
MAS to predict the genomic value of somatic embryo number for 
each line.  The correlation coefficient between the observed and 
predicted embryo numbers was 0.33 when only the additive ef-
fects were used in prediction.  When the epistatic effects were 
also included in the model, the correlation coefficient increased 
to 0.78.  Data analysis was conducted using PROC QTL in SAS. 
However, when marker density is high, the Bayesian method in 
that QTL procedure (as used in their study) may be limited for 
handling all pair-wise interactions.  
Quantitative traits are controlled by multiple QTL.  The con-
tribution of each locus may be small or large, but the collective 
contribution of all loci is often significant.  Including epistatic ef-
fects to predict the genomic values of plants can achieve en-
hanced gains for soybean improvement.  The results from this 
study suggest using an YPM with additive and additive by ad-
ditive effects detected from environments that are similar in lati-
tude may lead to the best YPM for predicting seed yield in mul-
tiple individual environments.  However, more top yielding lines 
in an individual environment can be predicted using an YPM 
with additive and additive by additive effects detected from the 
environment in which the selections will be made.
Conclusion
This study suggests that environment specific data continues 
to be valuable and that while MAS can successfully predict high 
yielding lines, it might miss some of the very top yielding lines 
unless the prediction equation includes data from the environ-
ment in which the yield trial is conducted.  This begs the question 
of resource management and effectiveness in identifying the 
most superior individuals in a population for a targeted trait of 
low heritability, like yield.  Nevertheless, this study proves MAS 
from one year can successfully identify some of the top yielding 
lines in subsequent years and distant environments.  This leads to 
the credibility of continuing further research to enhance the YPM 
approach for improved efficiency.  With the knowledge of the 
QTL segregating in our Essex x Williams 82 population along 
with QTL discovered from other mapping populations, plant 
breeder and other genetic researchers should have a more com-
plete picture of which QTL are available to utilize as tools for 
soybean yield improvement by MAS.
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Fallen et al., 2015 - Supplementary Data
A Comparison of Previously Reported Yield QTL That Coin-
cide With the Yield QTL Reported in This Study
Chromosome 1
A yield QTL was identified on chromosome 1 associ-
ated with marker Gm01_1494600_C_T (5.52 cM) using SF 
ANOVA and marker Gm01_1045893_G_A (5.88 cM) us-
ing CIM (Table 1).  Also, markers Gm01_1241762_A_C (4.6 
cM) and Gm01_2747136_A_C (11.28 cM) were identified 
using SF ANOVA and associated with the same yield QTL. 
Two other yield QTL were identified using SF ANOVA further 
down the chromosome near markers Gm01_29787876_G_A 
(59.29 cM) and Gm01_47115450_G_T (70.15 cM) and 
Gm01_54171147_G_T (118.27 cM) (Table 1).  Kabelka et al. 
(2004) conducted a QTL study with three maturity groups (MG 
II, MG III and MG IV) and in MG IV they detected a QTL for 
seed yield on chromosome 1 (position not reported).  Smalley et 
al. (2004) reported three yield QTL on chromosome 1 in regions 
similar to the ones reported in this study.  The objective of their 
study was to identify QTL for yield in elite and PI germplasm 
using three populations that differed in their percent of PI par-
entage.  They reported three yield QTL significantly associated 
with markers Satt184 (8.3 cM), Satt368 (41.1 cM) and Satt436 
(89.3 cM), respectively. 
Chromosome 2
In Group A a yield QTL on chromosome 2 was identified in each 
individual environment and across all environments using SF ANO-
VA. This yield QTL was linked to markers Gm02_47790307_C_T 
(121.66 cM) and Gm02_49126947_T_C (127.25 cM) in 
Group A.  The same QTL was also associated with mark-
ers Gm02_44803277_C_T (107.06 cM) using SF ANOVA 
in Group C.  CIM linked it to marker Gm02_44803277_C_T 
(114.09 cM) and Gm02_42469280_A_C (105.17 cM) 
(Table 1).  A yield QTL was also identified on chromosome 
2 near marker Gm02_49746270_A_G (146.54 cM) us-
ing SF ANOVA and Gm02_47790307_C_T (150.38 cM) us-
ing CIM.  Another yield QTL on chromosome 2 was linked to 
marker Gm02_12770553_A_G (46.15 cM) using SF ANO-
VA and markers Gm02_6821311_A_C (38.24 cM) and 
Gm02_6820177_A_C (38.07 cM) using CIM.  Smalley et al. 
(2004) reported a yield QTL on chromosome 2 linked to marker 
Satt 141 (52.8 cM) and Du et al (2009) reported a yield QTL 
near marker Satt546 (110 cM) on chromosome 2 in a RIL popu-
lation from a cross between Kefeng1 and Nannong 1138-2.
  
Chromosome 3 
On chromosome 3 only two QTL were identified with both 
SF ANOVA and CIM.  Using SF ANOVA QTL were identi-
fied near markers Gm03_5264953_A_G (19.43 cM) and 
Gm03_39552601_T_C (87.68 cM) (Table 1).  CIM identi-
fied these QTL near markers Gm03_2151432_A_G (14 
cM) and Gm03_39559139_G_A (93.64 cM).  Smalley et al 
(2004) detected two yield QTL linked to markers Satt152 
(16.3 cM) and Satt_091 (95.5 cM).  In our study SF ANO-
VA also identified three yield QTL associated with markers 
Gm03_47386481_A_C (120.71 cM), Gm03_838582_T_C 
(4.68 cM) and Gm03_21003884_A_G (44.15 cM).  Smal-
ley et al. (2004) also reported a yield QTL linked to marker 
Satt584 (35.4 cM), but no studies have reported any yield QTL 
in the region around the other two markers we identified using 
SF ANOVA.
Chromosome 4 
A yield QTL on chromosome 4 was identified in Knoxville, 
TN in 2010 and Wooster, OH in 2011 in Group A using CIM 
near markers Gm04_48782140_G_T (152.98 cM) and 
Gm04_48993297_T_G (154.16 cM), respectively.  Another 
yield QTL on chromosome 4 was identified in both in Knoxville, 
TN in 2010 and across Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 and Plym-
outh, NC in 2011 in Group D using SF ANOVA near markers 
Gm04_8247949_C_T (65.87 cM) and Gm04_8845668_G_T 
(63.93 cM), respectively (Table 1).  Guzman et al. (2007) iden-
tified a yield QTL on chromosome 4 associated with marker 
Satt399 (76.2 cM), which is the same region where Yuan et al. 
(2002) mapped a QTL in an Essex x Forrest cross.  Yuan et al. 
(2002) reported that the yield QTL was only detected in one of 
four environments, while Guzman et al. reported the yield QTL 
was detected across four environments in 2004 and averaged 
across 2003 and 2004.  Three yield QTL on chromosome 4 were 
also identified by Smalley et al. (2004) near markers Satt578 
(74 cM), Satt294 (105 cM) and Satt338 (173 cM).  The location 
of these markers and the one reported in this study indicates 
that there may be a large region on chromosome 4 responsible 
for yield QTL.
Chromosome 5 
Markers Gm05_31399360_G_A (41.55 cM), 
Gm05_30953466_G_T (39.76 cM) using SF ANOVA and 
Gm05_33176582_G_A (33.77 cM) using CIM were linked to 
a yield QTL on chromosome 5 (Table 1).  The yield QTL on chro-
mosome 5 by Guzman et al. (2007) was near marker Satt300 
(30.9 cM) in 2003, 2004 and across years.  Using SF ANOVA 
a yield QTL was identified on chromosome 5 linked to marker 
Gm05_1128604_A_G (3.24 cM) and a yield QTL linked to 
marker Gm05_34850619_C_T (72.38 cM).  CIM identified one 
additional QTL associated with marker Gm05_3485480_T_C 
(19.73 cM).  A yield QTL linked to Satt276 (5.1 cM) and another 
yield QTL linked to markers Satt385 (69.9 cM) and Satt545 
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(75.3 cM) were reported by Smalley et al. (2004).
Chromosome 6 
Satt557 (112.5 cM) was detected in 2003, 2004 and 
across years by Guzman et al. (2007) to be linked to a yield 
QTL on chromosome 6.  However, they only reported marker 
Satt640 (30.5 cM) was linked to yield QTL on chromosome 
6 in 2003. Specht et al. (2001) reported a yield QTL linked 
to marker Satt281 (43.6 cM) on chromosome 6, which was 
10 cM from Satt640 (30.5 cM) reported by Guzman et al. in 
2007.  Smalley et al (2004) reported a yield QTL linked to 
Sat_062 (29.2 cM).  These finding agree with the yield QTL 
linked to marker Gm06_10864751_A_G (24.86 cM) found 
in Portageville, MO in 2011 using SF ANOVA and marker 
Gm06_16723946_G_A (32.46 cM) found across environments 
using CIM in Group C in our study.  Another yield QTL was found 
in Group B in both individual environments and across environ-
ments using both SF ANOVA and CIM associated with markers 
Gm06_17617727_G_T (55.04 cM), Gm06_20996124_T_C 
(60.21 cM) and Gm06_20996124_T_C (62.03 cM) identi-
fied using CIM and Gm06_20996124_T_C (58.54 cM) and 
Gm06_27540819_T_G (66.24 cM) identified using SF ANOVA. 
Kabelka et al. (2004) only reported one yield QTL on chromo-
some 6 and it was detected across three maturity groups (MG 
II, MG III and MG IV) and averaged over twelve environments. 
 
Chromosome 7
Two yield QTL on chromosome 7 have been reported by 
Specht et al. (2001) near markers Satt150 (17.6 cM) and 
Satt567 (36.2 cM) and Smalley et al. (2004) reported two 
yield QTL near markers Satt 590 (12.4 cM) and Satt567 (45.5 
cM).  Orf et al. (1999) also reported a yield QTL near Satt150 
(16.1 cM).  In this study one yield QTL was identified using 
SF ANOVA linked to marker Gm07_4837493_A_G (11.06 
cM) and marker Gm07_149664_T_C (1.34 cM) and marker 
Gm07_4008483_C_T (5.19 cM) using CIM (Table 1).  An-
other yield QTL was linked to makers Gm07_17460956_C_A 
(39.95 cM), Gm07_16814628_C_T (38.47 cM) and 
Gm07_18539902_T_G (42.42 cM) using SF ANOVA and 
Gm07_16144523_C_A (51.90 cM), Gm07_17362808_A_G 
(55.95 cM) and Gm07_18539902_T_G (61.37 cM) using CIM.
  
Chromosome 8 
Only one yield QTL was identified on chromosome 8 using SF 
ANOVA and it was linked to Gm08_15866777_G_A (22.31 
cM) (Table 1).  No QTL were found using CIM.  Smalley et al. 
(2004) linked Satt493 (23.3 cM) to a yield QTL on chromosome 
8, but no other studies were found that reported a yield QTL on 
chromosome 8.  
Chromosome 9 
Yuan et al. (2002), Kabelka et al. (2004) and Smalley et al. 
(2004) reported yield QTL near marker Satt119 (20.3 cM) on 
chromosome 9.  In this study a yield QTL was mapped near mark-
ers Gm09_18969901_T_C (28.52 cM) detected using CIM and 
Gm09_12463468_C_T (31.76 cM) detected using SF ANOVA. 
Guzamn et al. (2007) reported a yield QTL across 2003 and 
2004 linked to Satt046 (45.6 cM) on chromosome 9.  Smal-
ley et al. (2004) and Yuan et al. (2002) also reported a yield 
QTL near markers Satt087 (7.3 cM) and Satt539 (4.03 cM), 
respectively on chromosome 9.  Yield QTL were also reported 
linked to markers Satt544 (72.8 cM) and Satt 273 (120 cM) by 
Smalley et al. (2004).  In this study a yield QTL was associated 
with Gm09_6967374_C_T (15.94 cM), Gm09_3394608_G_A 
(7.76 cM) and Gm09_457853_A_G (5.23 cM) detected using SF 
ANOVA and Gm09_2634593_G_A (5.62 cM) using CIM.  Also, 
a yield QTL was identified near marker Gm09_34191288_T_C 
(78.24 cM) using SF ANOVA.  
Chromosome 10 & 11
   
No QTL were reported on chromosome 10 or 11 using CIM. 
Using SF ANOVA two yield QTL were detected on chromo-
some 10 associated with Gm10_47585270_T_G (108.89 cM)/ 
Gm10_48428720_T_C (110.82 cM) and Gm10_571698_A_G 
(1.3 cM) (Table 1).  Kalbelka et al. (2004) and Smalley et al. 
(2004) reported a QTL for yield associated with Satt358 (2.4 
cM) on chromosome 10.  Satt358 was detected across three 
maturity groups (MG II, MG III and MG IV) averaged across 
twelve environments by Kalbelka et al. (2004).  Csanadi et al. 
(2001) also detected an association between seed weight and 
Satt358.  An additional yield QTL was reported by Smalley et 
al. (2004) associated with Satt477 (103.8 cM), Satt592 (120.5 
cM) and Satt331 (127.9 cM).  Two yield QTL were also detect-
ed on chromosome 11 associated with Gm11_5773052_G_A 
(20.42 cM)/ Gm11_7323949_A_G (26.24 cM)/ 
Gm11_7445495_G_A (26.72 cM)/ Gm11_4453218_T_C 
(16.23 cM) and Gm11_36807939_C_A (84.22 cM) using SF 
ANOVA.  Only one study has reported yield QTL within 10 cM 
of marker Gm11_36807939_C_A (84.22 cM).  Smalley et al. 
(2004) reported a yield QTL linked to markers Satt444 (76.4 
cM) and Satt359 (92.1 cM), respectively.  In addition, they re-
ported Satt509 (26.7 cM) was associated with a yield QTL on 
chromosome 11.  Du et al (2009) reported a yield QTL near 
markers at 36.4 cM and 9.61 cM on chromosome 11.
Chromosome 12
Three yield QTL were detected on chromosome 12 us-
ing SF ANOVA and CIM.  Using SF ANOVA markers 
Gm12_1594873_A_G (3.64 cM) and Gm12_39962521_A_G 
(91.44 cM) were linked to two different yield QTL.  Du et al. 
(2009) and Kalbelka et al. (2004) reported a yield QTL near 
markers at 86 cM on chromosome 12.  No studies were found 
that reported a yield QTL near a marker at 3 cM on chromo-
some 12, but Du et al. (2009) did report a yield QTL associ-
ated with marker Satt317 (11.71 cM).  For our study using CIM 
only one QTL was detected and it was associated with marker 
Gm12_7135310_A_G (36.25 cM).  Only one study was found 
that reported a yield QTL in the same region linked to marker 
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Satt192 (41.1 cM) (Smalley et al., 2004).
Chromosome 13
 
One yield QTL was identified on chromosome 13 linked to markers 
Gm13_27348409_A_G (150.28 cM), Gm13_32183364_A_C 
(162.13 cM), and Gm13_29895148_C_T (154.76 cM) us-
ing SF ANOVA and Gm13_34751493_C_A (165.33 cM) 
and Gm13_27092408_C_T (150.77 cM) using CIM.  An-
other yield QTL was identified using SF ANOVA linked to 
Gm13_34946643_T_C (180.68 cM).  In 2001, Specht et al. 
reported Satt074 (143.40 cM) was linked to a yield QTL in a 
Minsoy x Noir 1 population of 236 RIL genotyped at 665 loci. 
In 2004, Smalley et al. reported Sat_074 (181.8 cM) to be 
linked to a yield QTL in two different populations with 184 SSR 
markers spaced 15 cM apart.  The proximity of these markers 
and the span in which they stretch may indicate that the same 
yield QTL may have been detected in all studies.
Chromosome 14
 
Only one QTL was associated with yield on chromosome 14 
(linked to Gm14_49107190_G_A) using SF ANOVA and no 
QTL were detected using CIM.  Concibido et al. (2003), Smal-
ley et al. (2004) and Kabelka et al. (2004) reported a yield 
QTL detected by Satt168 (94 cM) on chromosome 14, which is 
8 cM below Gm14_49107190_G_A (102.52 cM).  Orf et al. 
(1999) and Smalley et al. (2004) reported yield QTL linked to 
Satt066 (97.3 cM), which is 5 cM from Gm14_49107190_G_A 
(102.52 cM). 
 
Chromosome 15
In this study only one yield QTL was mapped on chromo-
some 15 using SF ANOVA and CIM associated with mark-
ers Gm15_48028533_G_A, Gm15_43797502_G_T and 
Gm15_49231503_C_T at 72.40 cM, 72.68 cM, and 89.13 cM, 
respectively.  A yield QTL was reported by Wang et al (2004) 
on chromosome 15 linked to  marker  Satt575 (2.3 cM). 
 
Chromosome 16
The yield QTL on chromosome 16 linked to 
Gm16_6262227_C_T (10.66 cM), Gm16_5735654_A_G (8.95 
cM), Gm16_6233586_A_G (14.23 cM), Gm16_6496577_A_C 
(14.86 cM) and Gm16_1339719_T_C (6.55 cM) is in the same 
region as the yield QTL mapped by Orf et al. (1999) and Guz-
man et al. (2007).  Both studies mapped the QTL to markers 
near 11.7 cM on chromosome 16.  In the population in the Guz-
man et al. (2007) study another yield QTL was mapped to chro-
mosome 16 associated with Satt215 (44.8 cM) only in 2004. In 
the same population a yield QTL associated with Satt547 (67.7 
cM) was detected in 2003, 2004 and across years.  In a differ-
ent population Satt414 (37.8 cM) and Satt622 (42.4 cM) were 
linked to a yield QTL in 2004 and across years, respectively.  
Chromosome 17
A yield QTL identified by single factor ANOVA as-
sociated with Gm17_13240263_C_T (30.29 cM) was in 
the same region as the yield QTL identified by CIM as-
sociated with Gm17_32687336_C_T (49.59 cM) and 
Gm17_12822621_A_G (35.12 cM).  Reinprecht et al. (2006) 
and Orf et al (1999) identified a yield QTL associated with 
Satt002 (46.73 cM) and Smalley et al. (2004) identified a yield 
QTL associated with Satt135 (34.7 cM) and Satt458 (34.7 cM). 
The proximity of these markers also indicates that the same yield 
QTL may have been detected in all studies, providing evidence 
for the credibility of MAS for yield utilizing this locus.  
 
Chromosome 18
On chromosome 18 three yield QTL were detected us-
ing SF ANOVA.  One yield QTL was associated with markers 
Gm18_8772679_T_C (33.67 cM), Gm18_23913313_A_G 
(54.72 cM) and Gm18_15660496_T_G (44.64 cM).  The sec-
ond QTL was associated with Gm18_265662_T_C (1.19 cM) 
and the third QTL was associated with Gm18_58055444_T_C 
(112.85 cM).  Smalley et al. (2004) also identified three yield 
QTL on chromosome 18 associated with Satt309 (1.9 cM), 
Satt324 (25.9 cM) and Satt517 (103.2 cM), respectively. 
Satt324 has also been associated with a yield QTL on chromo-
some 18 at 37.47 cM (Reinprecht et al., 2006) and on chromo-
some 18 at 42.38 cM (Kabelka et al., 2004).  CIM detected a 
yield QTL on chromosome 18 linked to Gm18_57988264_A_G 
(78.75 cM).  In 2009, Du et al. reported a yield QTL associ-
ated with Satt223 (76.81 cM) and Satt288 (88.01 cM).  These 
makers and the two reported in this study using CIM are 25 cM 
from Satt517, which indicates that they are independent QTL. 
However, Satt517 and Gm18_58055444_T_C are less than 10 
cM apart and may be identifying the same QTL.
Chromosome 19
In Group A one yield QTL on chromosome 19 was identified in 
each individual environment and across environments using both SF 
ANOVA and CIM associated with Gm19_44937486_T_C (70.75 
cM), Gm19_45198812_C_A (72.00), Gm19_44955912_T_G 
(76.84 cM), and Gm19_44964042_C_T (76.91 cM).   Also, in 
one individual environment in Group B and Group D markers 
Gm19_45062248_T_C (77.05 cM) and Gm19_39246602_T_C 
(73.68 cM) were associated with the same QTL using SF ANOVA. 
The same QTL was identified in Group C associated with marker 
Gm19_46733772_T_C (84.11 cM) using CIM.  The large effect 
of this interval on chromosome 19 could be due to the gene for 
growth habit (Dt1) which is located in the same interval at 89.1 
cM.  The locus for growth habit segregates in the Essex (determi-
nate) by Williams (indeterminate) cross.  Heatherly et al. (2004) 
found growth habit and increased yield are not independent 
and indeterminate growth habit can produce higher yields in 
early maturing soybean lines.  This would agree with our dis-
covery of a minor QTL from the Williams cultivar for increasing 
yield. Another yield QTL was identified using SF ANOVA as-
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sociated with Gm19_2404683_A_G (25.12 cM).  The marker 
Satt313 (32.3 cM) was found to be associated with seed weight 
on chromosome 19 in a cross between the cultivars Ma Belle x 
Proto (Csanadi et al., 2001).  Guzman et al. (2007) reported a 
yield QTL with the same marker on chromosome 19 at 34.5 cM. 
Smalley et al. (2004) reported a yield QTL in the same region 
associated with Satt143 (31.8 cM), which are all less than 10 cM 
from the QTL reported in this study.
 
Chromosome 20
Gm20_43890641_G_T (54.79 cM), Gm20_46574547_T_C 
(65.04 cM) and Gm20_41827386_T_C (43.53 cM) were asso-
ciated with a yield QTL on chromosome 20 using SF ANOVA. 
Satt354 (45.22 cM) reported by Reinprecht et al. (2006) and 
Satt270 (57.9 cM) reported by Smalley et al. (2004) were also 
associated with a yield QTL on chromosome 20. Another yield 
QTL was linked to Gm20_800671_A_G (1.83 cM) using SF 
ANOVA.  Smalley et al. (2004) reported a yield QTL linked to 
Satt127 (15.5 cM) in three populations, however no other stud-
ies were found that reported QTL in that region of chromosome 
20.  No yield QTL were detected using R/qtl on chromosome 20. 
†Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Knoxville, TN in 2011 that were selected
using the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by R/qtl; ‡Indicates lines in
the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Belleville, IL in 2011 that were selected using the YPM
developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by R/qtl; §Indicates lines in the top yielding
10% of RIL averaged over Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 and Belleville, IL in 2011 that were selected
using the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by R/qtl.
Table 2. Yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN 
in 2010 by R/qtl to select by MAS the top yielding 10% of RIL in Group B grown in 
individual environments and averaged across multiple environments.  These MAS lines 
are indicated in bold. 
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Figure 1. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment in Group B 
compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments (Knoxville, TN 2010, 2011 
and Bellville, IL 2011) in Group B.  Comparisons were made between the top and bottom % of MAS 
that were in the corresponding top and bottom % of PS. MAS were made using only additive effects 
and a yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in each environment.  PS were 
based on yield in kg ha-1. 
0%
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70%
80%
Knoxville, TN 2010 YPM MAS†
Knoxville, TN 2010 MAS‡
Belleville, IL 2011 YPM MAS†
Belleville, IL 2011 MAS‡
†Indicates MAS made using the YPM, which included: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects for the QTL detected in 
that environment; ‡Indicates MAS made using only additive effects for the QTL detected in that environment.
Table 4. Yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected 
in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM to select by MAS the top yielding 10% 
of RIL in Group B grown in individual environments and averaged across 
multiple environments. These MAS lines are indicated in bold.
†Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL grown in Knoxville, TN in 2011 that were selected using
the YPM developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM; ‡Indicates lines in the top
yielding 10% of RIL grown in Plymouth, NC in 2011 that were selected using the YPM developed using
QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM; §Indicates lines in the top yielding 10% of RIL averaged
over Knoxville, TN in 2010, 2011 and Plymouth, NC in 2011 that were selected using the YPM
developed using QTL detected in Knoxville, TN in 2010 by CIM.
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Figure 2. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment(s) in Group 
B compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments in Group B.  Comparisons 
were made between the top and bottom % of MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom 
% of PS. MAS were made using a yield prediction model (YPM†) developed using QTL detected in 
each environment(s). PS were based on yield in kg ha-1.
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
Knoxville, TN 2010 MAS
Belleville, IL 2011 MAS
MAS combined over Knoxville, TN
2010, 2011 and Belleville, IL 2011
†YPM indicates what environment(s) the data for the model was collected: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects.
Figure 3. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment in Group D 
compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments (Knoxville, TN 2010, 2011 
and Portageville, MO2011) in Group D.  Comparisons were made between the top and bottom % of 
MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom % of PS. MAS were made using only additive 
effects and a yield prediction model (YPM) developed using QTL detected in each environment.  PS 
were based on yield in kg ha-1.
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80%
90%
Knoxville, TN 2010 YPM MAS†
Knoxville, TN 2010 MAS‡
Plymouth, NC 2011 YPM MAS†
Plymouth, NC 2011 MAS‡
†Indicates MAS made using the YPM, which included: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects for the QTL detected in
that environment; ‡Indicates MAS made using only additive effects for the QTL detected in that environment.
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Figure 4. The percentage of marker assisted selections (MAS) made in each environment(s) in Group 
D compared to phenotypic selections (PS) averaged over all environments in Group D.  Comparisons 
were made between the top and bottom % of MAS that were in the corresponding top and bottom 
% of PS. MAS were made using a yield prediction model (YPM†) developed using QTL detected in 
each environment(s).  PS were based on yield in kg ha-1.
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Knoxville.TN 2010 MAS
Plymouth, NC 2011 MAS
MAS combined over Knoxville, TN
2010, 2011 and Plymouth, NC 2011
†YPM indicates what environment(s) the data for the model was collected: mean yield, additive effects and additive by additive effects.
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